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Weeks 28,29 & 30 commencing 19th December
This is the fifteenth edition of the newsletter that keeps you up to date with the progress of the Germany
Beck junction works on the A19 in Fulford. Works on site will cease between Christmas and the New
Year, therefore this newsletter also covers the first week in January.

During the past 2 weeks we have been progressing with the drainage to the east and the west of
Fordlands Road. The images below show the installation of a 450mm diameter pipe being installed,
together with the concrete headwalls at either side of the embankment.

Next week we will be carrying out some trial holes in the grassed area to the west of the A19 to confirm
the position some services to the rear of the footpath.

http://us13.campaignarchive1.com/?u=7266baac7c7ab22c5f82c4456&id=c37389857f&e=fea095ffcb
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scheduled for the New Year. The daily footpath closure as described below will not come into force until
we return to site in January.

As per the previous newsletter in order gain access to the tree stumps we need to remove to complete
the piling works adjacent to the Germany Beck A19 culvert we will be closing the footpath that runs
along the east of the A19 between the hours of 9am and 3pm for a period of approximately 5 days.
Having monitored the number of pedestrians using the footpath between those hours we know that this
should not inconvenience many. However signs will be erected on Selby Road and Main Street to
advise you of the footpath closure and a temporary pedestrian island will be installed at a point on Selby
Road, as agreed by CYC, to aid those wishing to cross the A19 during those times.

You will also see traffic cones placed on the A19 which will reduce the width of the A19 slightly adjacent
to the site. This is to provide our operatives with a safety zone between themselves and the traffic during
the stump clearance works. Two way traffic will be maintained at all times.

http://us13.campaignarchive1.com/?u=7266baac7c7ab22c5f82c4456&id=c37389857f&e=fea095ffcb
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Christmas Shutdown Friday 23rd December 
Tuesday 3rd January.
The site will be shut down between Christmas and the New Year although visits will be made daily by
one of our employees over the Christmas break to make safety and security checks.

In the event that you wish to report anything regarding the site in general please make contact with our
Project Manager Wayne McCutcheon on 07793 244495. Please leave him a message if he does not
pick up immediately.
http://us13.campaignarchive1.com/?u=7266baac7c7ab22c5f82c4456&id=c37389857f&e=fea095ffcb
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Please be assured that the different areas of works will be securely fenced at all times to ensure the
safety of the public.
We will be receiving few deliveries to site this week. Each delivery will be guided into site by one of our
employees once traffic and pedestrians are clear from the site entrance. Please be patient if you are
held up for a short time whilst these manoeuvres take place.
Pedestrians will be given right of way along the footpaths of Fordlands Road but please be aware of
deliveries using the entrances to site off Fordlands Road on occasion.

Previous editions of our newsletters can be accessed on our website here
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